
Key Benefits

Comply with government 
regulations
Identify concerns related to FOCI, 
countries of origin, and supplier 
ownership history

Ensure mission continuity
Threat actors intentionally target 
sub-tier suppliers to take advantage 
of the weakest link.  Prevent 
adversarial exploitation of your 
supply chain.

Proactively identify and 
resolve issues
Identify potential threats, 
investigate, and remediate — before 
they become active problems

Not just annual assessments, 
get continuous monitoring 
and alerts
Just login and get started instantly.  
Interos constantly updates key 
business data and alerts you when 
status changes

Eliminate concentration risk
Identify potential non-obvious 
dependencies and single points of 
failure

The First and Only Multi-tier, 
Multi-factor SCRM Platform for 
Continuous Monitoring

Need for Security, Integrity, Resilience, and Quality

Building on existing federal regulations — NDAA FY2020, Executive Order 13873 
Securing ICT and Services Supply Chain, NIST SP 800-161 & 53r4 SCRM Practices for 
Federal Information Systems and Operations — government regulators are working 
to development new ICT Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) policies that rely 
on the 4 pillars of security, integrity, resilience, and quality.  

To comply with these new guidelines, agencies are creating and enhancing existing 
SCRM programs to address, among other things, threats related to:

Foreign ownership, control, and influence (FOCI)

Use of counterfeit or non-ITAR compliance materials

Partnering with financially weak or vulnerable companies

Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on their suppliers

The Interos solution for Federal agencies

Interos is the first and only multi-tier, multi-factor third-party risk management 
solution protecting enterprise ecosystems from financial, operations, governance, 
geographic and cyber risk.  Continuously.

Federal agencies rely on Interos to: 

Discover suppliers and sub-tier suppliers throughout their supply chain down 
to the Nth tier

Assess suppliers and sub-tier suppliers against multiple risk factors

Continuous monitor suppliers and sub-tier suppliers and send alerts at the 
first sign of issue or distress
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Key platform capabilities

Multi-tier 
Identify the suppliers to your suppliers you didn't even know you relied on

Multi-factor Risk 
Assess suppliers against 5 risk factors - financial, operations, governance, 
geographic, and cyber

Multi-facet Filtering
Evaluate risk by risk factor, country, industry, and tiers

Continuous Monitoring and Alerts 
Ingest new data and assess risk continuously; get alerted when status changes

Supplier Profiles 
Aggregated report of risk scores, relevant news, and key risk insights about 
your suppliers

Advanced Visualization 
Visualize your entire supply chains — every supplier, relationship, product, and 
risk assessment

Unique underlying technology

Interos is built on top of the Interos Knowledge Graph (IKG), which is the world’s largest 
business relationship graph repository.  The IKG automatically discovers suppliers and 
their supplier networks across the globe, maps business relationships across the entire 
ecosystem, and assesses each vendor against multiple risk factors.  


The IKG ingests 250 million events each month from more than 85,000 feeds to create 
a repository of over 100 million companies. We continuously monitor 2 million of these 
companies to identify business relationships between entities. 


The IKG uses machine learning and natural language processing to analyze both 
structured and unstructured data from publicly available sources as well as from our 
strategic data alliances to detect entities and infer relationships.  And all of this is done 
automatically and continuously. 

About Interos

Interos protects customers’ brand and operations from risk in their extended supply 
chains and business relationships. The first AI-powered platform for eliminating 
multi-party, multi-factor risk from 3rd, 4th to nth tier parties, Interos automates 
discovery, detection, and response to financial, operations, governance, geographic, 
and cyber risk. Designed by experts and leveraging the company’s 15 years of 
experience in managing the world’s most complicated supply chains, Interos provides 
real-time risk management for the largest commercial brands in manufacturing, 
financial services, and aerospace and defense.

With Interos,  
you will be able to: 

Identify your sub-tier suppliers to 
the Nth tier

Monitor your suppliers and 
sub-tier suppliers against 5 risk 
factors

Identify your top at-risk suppliers

Find out suppliers with solvency or 
liquidity issues

Avoid suppliers who operate in 
restricted countries or industries

Get alerts when status changes 

Evaluate alternative suppliers

Read news and insights about 
your suppliers

Contract Vehicles

Interos can be accessed via multiple 
contract vehicles, including but not 
limited to:

www.interos.ai 
For more information:

703.677.3135or

Contact us today to schedule a demonstration:

Request a demo 

http://www.interos.ai
https://www.interos.ai/request-demo/
tel:7036773135

